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Introductory lecture about Time Based Art and the necessity of additional course within 
the Sculpture Department, as well proposal for additional course for all level of BA and 

MA studies in all disciplines. 

 
 
I. 1. 

Why T: BA  

as additional course at the sculpture department? 
(A personal, thoroughly considered and definitive opinion about the term, the 
meaning and the reason for writing it.) 
 
First. No offence, but sculpture even in his most traditional and conservatory way 
is the ultimate confluence between volume, spatial design, technologies, 
composition and idea.  
 
Second. Sculpture is literally and philosophically is the most time-based art ever. 
Everything in its expression even the most insignificant sketch takes time, and 
change shape eventually during the making process, sometimes the basic idea too. 
Yes, I know it sounds a little bit phony, but let us take it this way…you would 
understand ultimately if you could do it.  
 
All started in my case, when I applied a few years ago, to a job at Umea University 
in Bergen, Norway. I did apply for several jobs in art universities the passing years 
more to check out if my level and skills in teaching art, especially sculpture is 
suitable for the foreign standards. So I made an application for a full time job in 
T:BA. (What on earth could that be, for God’s sakes? When I did my studies in the 
early 90”s art history stopped at J.Beuys. Even he remains my all time favorite, and 
he in my opinion was a pioneer in T:ba as well as in performance, social-related, 
environmental art-attitude etc.)  
 
The term was just invented by D.Hall in the 80”s, (so lacking internet not enough 
to reach my ears then.)  
Based my portfolio and the projects developed during what it supposed to be 
teaching academically sculpture class, I was positively looked in the application 
process and selected from 55 applicants in the 11 who ought to be considered for 
interview by a jury made from performers, and artists and found suitable teaching 
T:ba upon Norway university standards.  
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THE JURY 
(ANNIKA ERIKSSON, http://home.krome-gallery.com/annika-eriksson/ 
HENRIK PLENGE JAKOBSSEN  
http://www.henrikplengejakobsen.net/sider/info/biography.html 
RITA MARHAUG,  
http://www.henrikplengejakobsen.net/sider/info/biography.html 
 
EVALUATION 
According to Bergen National Academy of Arts (KHIB) guidelines for granting 
artistic/design competence upon employment of artistic position, Reka”s PHD in 
visual art entitles her to be awarded Associate Professor. 
 
CONCLUSION 
The applicant is awarded Associate Professor in time based art. 
 
11/10/656                         19.10.2011 Bergen/Norway 
 
Document attached. 
 
The fact, that when I started 20 years ago studying sculpture, (five years) modeling 
the human body and learning all kind of technologies like mould making, carving, 
bronze casting etc, I came already formed as a graphic art student (three year 
studies) and unto there all my artistic interest was focused on film and theater, 
because in the first place I intended to be a theater director. 
This background, helped me to think sculpture all the time as a tool for new 
expressions for my IDEAS, not as a goal for expressing a feeling or solve a 
tridimensional composition, as we know it in technical language, a ronde-bosse. 
 
When I was at the beginning in the sculpture department as a student, I was 
thinking to strange works made with bitumen, which will melt and disintegrate, 
Hand of God made from ice, which melts and creates then below in a bucket the 
Water, dough which grows in moulds and take strange shapes and then could be 
backed as bred etc…but I could not do them because of lack of experience in 
technical knowledge.  
So, beside the novelty and creativity which comes in the sculptural study with 
optional course of T:ba in my vision experiencing and research with students 
mixed-media sculpture could be very helpful. 
(In 2012 I was asked to send application to the second edition of Mixed-media 
Sculpture, book written by artist Jac Scott (UK), and will be published eventually 
in the third edition.) 
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Last. But not least. David Hall, Joseph Beuys, Michelangelo Pistoletto, Paul Neagu, 
Anish Kapoor, Louise Burgeois were trained as sculptors. The objects, installations, 
eventually sculptural works done by them developed from their habit to do 
tridimensional works of art in certain well known and commonly used materials in 
sculpture as plaster, stone, metal for instance. And then they stepped further… 
 

 
I.2. WHAT IS T: BA AND HOW IT STARTED? 
The term Time-Based Media (and Time-Based Art) was first introduced by UK 
video art pioneer and former sculptor David Hall in 1972 through his writings in 
various publications including Studio International. He also established the first 
Time-Based Media undergraduate course at the University for the Creative Arts, 
Kent, UK in 1972 (then Maidstone College of Art). Use of the term has since rapidly  
spread around the world—particularly among academics—to identify moving 
image and sound work by visual artists, a popular development which arose 
comparatively recently in the mid- to late-twentieth century. 
 
The sculptures I made in the '60s were photographed, though two dimensional 
pictures said little about my work. If people didn't see the sculpture they more or less 
believed they had if they saw the photographs. They made judgments about it; they 
had grown used to that from looking at images. I decided these were probably more 
important than the sculpture so I began making photographic works... Then I 
decided the illusion was even more convincing when there was movement and sound-
marking the passage of time, and I started to make films. But I used illusion only as a 
means to see it. Is I had denied it altogether it would be convenient and true to  the 
mechanics and process of film, but illusion would still be there because people 
wanted it to be. They expected that from looking at films. I was interested in their 
expectations, but didn't necessarily want to give them what they might expect. .. 
Soon I became interested in television. TV as a medium, and its offspring video, was 
a different proposition. Viewing TV was not a special event with a captive audience 
like film, but it reached everyone… with TV people mostly got what they expected … 
and my interests in film transposed to TV, but the context was very different and the 
work had to respond to that….” 
DH, from notes for Structures, Paraphernalia, and Television, Signs of the Times, cat 
Museum of Modern Art, Oxford 1990. 
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Floor sculpture, Nine, David Hall, 1969, Tate Modern 

 
 
Displacement, ICA, 1970 
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In 1970, I made (un-made) my last sculpture, certainly of that kind, at the ICA 
exhibition British Sculpture out of the Sixties. At the same time there was a show in 
Japan, the other side of the world, where I had sent one of my earlier floor sculptures. 
At the ICA I delineated the precise shape of the piece sent to Japan on the gallery 
floor. It was a painted floor, and having delineated the shape I sanded away the 
paint. So I didn't put anything into the gallery, I took something out, I took the paint 
out. People came to see the show and were standing in the area looking at other 
sculptures, not noticing it often, which in a way I enjoyed- it gave it a completely 
different dimension. 
DH, interview by Stephen Partridge, Transcript magazine vol. 3, issue 3, 1999. 
                             
 
 

                                  
 
 
                                David Hall, vertical photo 3 
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I.3. What is Time-Based Art? (definitions)  
Definitions are sometimes a very tricky thing when it comes to art. For instance, 
what exactly defines “time-based” art? Is it just anything with a beginning and an 
ending? Does any movie or video qualify? Is there a separation between time-
based art and performance art or theater? To further explore this genre, here is our 
definition of what is considered time-based. 
 
Time based art is a cluster of units dealing with the complex multiplicity of artistic 
forms which use the passage of and the manipulation of time as the essential 
element. Time Based Art includes key concepts in time based art with specific 
reference to experimental film, video art and installation, sound, performance and 
multimedia computing. Time based art develops critical awareness by close study of 
histories of the moving image and the expressive use of technology and the human 
body. 
  
T: BA can be seen also as a convergence of contemporary performance, dance, and 
music, with workshops, installations, lectures, evening performances, outdoor new 
media, and visual arts projects. T: BA celebrates artists from across and in-between 
all mediums, and activates the entire community with art and ideas. It also bridges 
disciplines happenings.  
 
                                          Art anytime/anywhere/anybody/anyhow! 
 
Contemporary artworks that include video, film slide, audio, or computer-based 
technologies are referred to as time-based media works because they have 
duration as a dimension and unfold to the viewer over time. Instability and change 
are inherent to these artworks, since artist-selected equipment and technologies 
fail and become obsolete. Moreover, many time-based media artworks are 
allograph by nature; rather than being composed of a unique original, they exist 
only when they are installed, so every iteration can be considered a different 
representation of the artwork.  
 
 
I.4. some facts 
 
 1952 
John Cage compose 4'33" of silence 
 
On a warm summer evening in August 1952 pianist David Tudor approached a 
piano on stage at the Maverick Concert Hall in Woodstock, New York. Stopwatch 
in hand, Tudor sat before the piano and, without striking a note, premiered John 
Cage’s Silent piece, 4”33” comprises three movements during which a performer-or 
performers_ are instructed to produce no intentional sounds for four minutes and 
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33 seconds. This radical gesture upended the conventional structure of music, 
shifting attention from the performer to the audience, and allowing for endless 
possibilities of ambient sounds to fill the space. Today, 4'33" is recognized as a 
groundbreaking work that synthesizes Cage's interests in chance operations, 
experimental music, and visual arts. When discussing the work over his lifetime, 
Cage emphasized that, rather than intending to simply shock his audience, he 
hoped to attune listeners to silence as a structure within musical notation. In the 
visual arts, Cage's contemporaries were similarly using chance, “negative space,” 
and physically dematerialized works that encourage open presentations or 
interpretations of scripted experiences. This exhibition introduces the Museum's 
recently acquired score for 4'33" and examines it, and Cage's influence, as a critical 
pivot around which a diverse array of artists working throughout the 20th century 
can be united. Taking its title from a letter written by Cage in 1954, There Will 
Never Be Silence features prints, drawings, artists' books, photographs, paintings, 
sculptures, and films by such artists as Marcel Duchamp, Kurt Schwitters, Robert 
Rauschenberg, Robert Morris, Lawrence Weiner, Yoko Ono, Andy Warhol, and 
other artists associated with Fluxus, Minimalism, and Conceptual art who pushed 
preconceived boundaries of space, time, and physicality to new ends. 
   
// 1955/1956 
Performance in Osaka of the group Gutai 
 
// 1956 
Yves Klein is creating his first monochromes 
 
// 1958 
John Cage is holding his first classes in New York at the New School of Social 
research with his students George Brecht, Dick Higgins, Al Hansen, Allan Kaprow. 
-Dada exhibition in Dusseldorf, which influences many artists, especially Nam 
June Paik. 
- Ban meets Klein and Arman in Nice. 
 
// 1959 
After being interested of the notion of indetermination, the first representation at 
New York George Brecht”s Towards Events. 
-Vostell is creating the Electronic Vision and TV Decoll/Ages. 
- La Monte Young discovers John Cage”s indeterminate music. 
Alan Kaprow invents the Happening, first show in October at the Reuben Gallery 
in New York 
 
The American artist Allan Kaprow, is commonly known as one of the artists who 
invented the Happening, at the end of the 50 s. 
Kaprow built a way between two separate spaces loaded with words and sounds. 
“The first room of the words symbolizes the environmental architecture and the 
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second one the organic…these are our internal and external lives. The organic room 
reminds us our intimacy and the architectural room is our public live. (Smolin 
Gallery 1962) 
 
// 1959/1961 
Pietro Manzoni creates his first limited pieces: The shit. The line. The socle 

 Manzoni is most famous for a series of artworks that call into question the nature 
of the art object, directly prefiguring Conceptual Art. His work eschews normal 
artist's materials, instead using everything from rabbit fur to human excrement in 
order to "tap mythological sources and to realize authentic and universal values". 

His work is widely seen as a critique of the mass production and consumerism that 
was changing Italian society. 

 Achrome, 1961-62 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Artist's Breath 

Contemporaneously with the Bodies of Air, Manzoni produced the Artist's 
Breaths (Fiato d'Artista), a series of red, white or blue balloons, inflated and 
attached to a wooden base inscribed "Piero Manzoni- Artist's Breath". The works 
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continued Manzoni's obsession with the limits of physicality, whilst parodying the 
Art World's obsession with permanence, and also provided a poignant 

                                                    Memento Mori. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Artist's Shit 

In May 1961 Manzoni created 90 small cans, 
sealed with the text Artist's Shit (Merda 
d'Artista). Each 30-gram can was priced by 

weight based on the current value of gold (around $1.12 a gram in 1960). The 
contents of the cans remain a much-disputed enigma, since opening them would 
destroy the value of the artwork. Various theories about the contents have been 
proposed, including speculation that it is plaster. In the following years, the cans 
have spread to various art collections all over the world and netted large prices, far 
outstripping inflation. The most recent can to be sold, #83, sold in October 2008 
for £97,250. It was described as: 

"It is a joke, a parody of the art market, and a critique of consumerism and the waste it 
generates."—Stephen Bury  

 
// 1960 
La Monte Young studies in New York the electro-acoustic music in Richard 
Maxfield”s class. 
In NY Georg Maciunas goes at the same classes and meets La Monte Young. 
The first trap pictures of Daniel Spoerri  
 
// 1960/1961 
At the initiative of Pierre Restany New Realism group is founded with Arman, 
Klein, Raysse, Spoerri  
 In New York, La Monte Young, is organizing a series of concerts performances in 
the studio of Yoko Ono, at 112 Chambers Street. 
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// 1961 
- In his New York gallery AG, George Maciunas announces FLUXUS and organiz 
performances (works by Richard Maxfields, John Cage, Dick Higgins, Jackson Mac 
Low).  
- Maciunas make with La Monte Young's book An Anthology, which would be the 
first Fluxus publication bringing together many artists already mentioned. 
 

Fluxus, more a movement as such, is a state of mind, a space of freedom, 
sharing, friendship, in which will recognize dozens of artists of all nationalities. An 
international movement was born around this iconoclastic practical and fun to 
promote a non-art. Fluxus has strong conceptual links with the movements that 
preceded it:  Futurism and Filippo Tommaso Marinetti manifesto of February 1909 
Dadaism with Dada manifestos by Richard Huelsenbeck of April 1918, and Tristan 
Tzara in July 1918, or the Cannibal Manifest of Dada, by Francis Picabia in March 
1920. 
 
The word "fluxus" (flux current, flowing) was chosen in 1961 by George Maciunas 
to describe this new trend which it gives a clear path by Manifesto, distributed in 
the Fluxus Festival at Dusseldorf on February 1963. 
In the late 1950s, young artists influenced by the teachings of Marcel Duchamp and 
John Cage  join the group gathered around Maciunas and the gallery he created in 
New York in 1961, devoted to exhibitions, happenings, contemporary music 
concerts of John Cage, Dick Higgins and La Monte Young. 
 
After moving to Germany in September 1962, George Maciunas organized the first 
Fluxus concert, "Fluxus International Festspiele Neuester Musik" in Wiesbaden, 
marking the start of the movement. 
For nearly twenty years Fluxus remain faithful to a provocative humor, the 
reaching the limits of artistic practice, by its desire to abolish all border between 
art and life. 
Fluxus counted prestigious and varied personalities as: Eric Anderson, Joseph 
Beuys, George Brecht, John Cage, Giuseppe Chiari, Philipp Corner, Charles 
Dreyfus, Jean Dupuis, Robert Filliou, Henry Flynt, Geoff Hendricks, Dick Higgins, 
Allan Kapprow, Alison Knowles , La Monte Young, Jean-Jacques Lebel, Charlotte 
Moorman, Maclow Jackson, George Maciunas, Nam June Paik, Yoko Ono, Ben 
Patterson, Willem de Ridder, Serge III, Daniel Spoerri, Benjamin Vautier, Wolf 
Vostell, Emmett Williams, Zaj Group and many others. 
 
 
// 1962 
- Maciunas leaves in November 1961, New York for Europe, moving to Germany in 
Wiesbaden; he plans a large Fluxus tour which runs until 1964 via Berlin, Moscow, 
Tokyo. 
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Nam June Paik organized in June in Wiesbaden, West Germany, the concert Neo-
Dada In Der Music. 
 The festival of Misfits (a person who is not  suited or is unable to adjust 
to the circumstances of his or her particular situation) organized by Daniel Spoerri 
in London met Cage, Metger, Spoerri, Koepke, Emmett Williams, Ben Vautier 
(which is exposed for 15 days in the window of Gallery One), George Filliou ... 
 
At Nice, Ben publishes the journal Ben God and Me,  
                                                             Ben, I am signing everything.  
Vostell performs in Paris City-Rama, a traveling exhibition. 
 
 
// 1963 
- At Nice in July, George Maciunas gave a concert in the Fluxus Festival of Total 
Art and creates pieces of street art. 
Joseph Beuys, based in Düsseldorf, joined Fluxus in February 
Maciunas leaves Europe and returns to the United States where he will perform 
many Fluxus objects and publications. 
  
// 1963/1964 
Ben  in Nice give birth to the group on Art Total with which he will give a dozen  
of concerts in Nice and elsewhere, as well as many pieces of street art following the 
patterns given by George Maciunas. 
 
// 1964 
Ben meets with George Brecht in New York; he participates in concerts in the 
FluxHall at 359 Canal Street (opened in 1963 in return of shop Maciunas and 
Fluxus performance venue). 
Henry Flynt in New York creates the group AAIC (Action Against imperialistic 
Culture). 
Jean-Jacques Lebel organizes the Festival of Free Expression in which Ben gives a 
Fluxus concert with the participation of Serge III Oldenburg at Paris. 
 
// 1965 
The group Zaj gave his first concerts in Madrid 
George Brecht leaves the United States to Europe, he is settling  in Italy. 
 
// 1965/1966 
Robert Filliou and George Brecht settling in Villefranche-sur-Mer near to Nice and 
creating a gallery, The Smiling Cédille. 
 
// 1967/1969 
Maciunas sets up cooperative buildings, restaurants in old historic warehouses to 
make impossible immobile speculation. 
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Jonas Mékas will run its film library on the ground floor of one building, one of the 
first public places in Soho, besides Flux Hall which is a very small space on the  359 
Canal Street. 
Nam June Paik organizes in June in Wiesbaden, West Germany, the concert Neo-
Dada in Der Musik. 
 
So, with all the risks that I could became somehow didactic and tell you things 
already known by art history, (because these few lines will be the base of an 
introducing course in T:ba) I would like to conclude with Kaprow”s lecture about 
happening, which I do find very appealing beside his personal very warm way of 
relating, also for the ideas of how to regard art for oneself when it comes to make 
something knew and valuable in artistic way. (Underlines by me) 
 
 
I.5. some theory 
  
ALLAN KAPROW  
How to make a happening? 
 
This is a lecture on how to make a happening. There are 11 rules of the game. 
 
1. Forget all the standard art forms. Don’t paint pictures, don’t make poetry, don’t 
build architecture, don’t arrange dances, don’t write plays, don’t compose music, 
don’t make movies, and above all, don’t think you’ll get a happening out of 
putting all these together. This idea is nothing more than what operas always did 
and you see it today in the far-out types of discotheques with their flashing lights 
and film projections. The point is to make something new, something that doesn’t 
even remotely remind you of culture. You’ve got to be pretty ruthless about this, 
wiping out of your plans every echo of this or that story or jazz piece or painting 
that I can promise you will keep coming up unconsciously. 
 
2. You can steer clear of art by mixing up your happening by mixing it with life 
situations. Make it unsure even to yourself if the happening is life or art. Art has 
always been different from the world’s affairs, now you’ve got to work hard to 
keep it all blurry. Two cars collide on a highway. Violet liquid pours out of the 
broken radiator of one of them, and in the back seat of the other there is a huge 
load of dead chickens that is spilling out all over the ground. The cops check it 
out, plausible answers are given, tow trucks carry off the wrecks costs are paid 
and the drivers go home to dinner. 
 
3. The situations for a happening should come from what you see in the real world, 
from real places and people rather than from the head. If you stick to imagination 
too much you’ll end up with old art again, since art was always supposed to be 
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made from imagination. Take advantage of readymade events: a factory fire, the 
fire trucks screaming to it from all sides, the water, the police barricades, the red 
blinkers—a natural. Or after a storm at the shore the debris washed up can be 
terrific. Or just take an afternoon off and watch women trying on dresses in a 
bargain basement. An awful lot can be done with images like these. If you get 
stuck for ideas, an exception to the slice-of-life idea is the greatest source book of 
our time, the yellow pages of the telephone directory. Break open the book at 
random, put your finger down at some point in the page and you’ll come up with: 
private detective service, rug cleaning at home, cement blocks, airport limousine 
transport, judo lessons. You can get more out of these than out of all of 
Beethoven, Michelangelo, and Racine put together. 
 
4. Break up your spaces. A single enactment space is what the theatre traditionally 
uses. You can experiment by gradually widening the distances between your 
events; first at a number of points along a heavily trafficked avenue, then in 
several rooms and floors of an apartment house where some of the activities are 
out of touch with each other, then on more than one street, then in different but 
nearby cities, finally all around the world. Some of this can take place traveling 
from one area to another using public transportation and the mails. You don’t have 
to be everywhere at once. You don’t even have to be everywhere. The places 
you’re in are as good as the places other participants are in. 
 
5. Break up your time and let it be real time. Real time is found when things are 
going on in real places. It has nothing to do with the single time, the unified time 
of stage plays or music. It has even less to do with slowing down or speeding up 
actions because you want to make something expressive or you want it to work in 
a compositional way. Whatever happens should happen in its natural time. 
Suppose you consider how long it’d take to buy a fishing pole in a department 
store just before Christmas, or how long it’d take to lay the footings for a house. 
Well if a group wanted to do both in a happening, one of them would have to wait 
until the other was done. Maybe if it rained, that’d decide which came first. Of 
course, two groups could arrange both actions at the same time if that was wanted. 
But it isn’t really necessary, except when people coming from different places 
have to catch the same train. Otherwise, why not let the amount of time you do 
something depend on what is practical and convenient for the particular actions in 
the happening. You can waste an awful lot of time trying to coordinate things. 
 
6. Arrange all your events in the happening in the same practical way. Not in an arty 
way; avoid sonnet form, cubist multiple viewpoints, dynamic symmetry, the 
golden section, the twelve tone technique, theme and variation developments, 
logical or mathematical progressions and so forth. If a chicken cackles, roosts, 
pecks and lays eggs, take it for granted there’s plenty of form there already. 
Nature can never appear formless because of the way the brain is made, so why 
worry? Just take things as they come, and arrange them in whatever way is least 
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artificial and easiest to do. A gal was reading in the subway until, as if she’s 
expecting it, her hairdresser gets up from another seat and unpacks his gear, and 
spends the next hour giving her a fancy do, calm-as-you-please, like it was his 
shop. A lot of people all covered with some sticky stuff were lying perfectly still 
all across a big lawn. The wind blows yellow and red leaves over them until 
they’re covered solid. A truck loaded with shredded newspaper comes and carts 
them off. Fifteen or more cars on the Long Island Expressway going along with 
their brights on like a funeral. Now and then stream clouds of thin plastic film 
from their windows. They pull in the stuff quickly each time. Well suppose these 
three situations made up your happening? The subway thing would be easier to 
do, say, at 4 a.m. when the trains are pretty empty. You could count on lots of 
leaves dropping off the trees in late October when it’s still warm enough to lie on 
the ground. And the procession of cars could be done on any day, just so long as 
everyone has his car handy at the time. The theory of alternating contrasts like 
night—day, night—action, quiet—action could cause you to arrange the three 
events closely together in the order of cars, subway, leaves. But that might be 
inconvenient, so string them out in whatever way is best for the participants, a 
week apart if necessary. Some surprises might occur if you just forgot all the 
composition lessons you were taught. I remember that being flexible paid off one 
time. A group of people was to go to an automat and eat lunch when it was busy 
and crowded. At a signal, they would push a plate off the table, let it break, and 
quickly leave. The order of the events had to be switched around with another 
one. When it did take place, at that same moment a bus boy dropped a whole load 
of dishes on a floor. It couldn’t have been more planned than that, but it wasn’t 
planned at all. 
 
7. Since you’re in the world now and not in art, play the game by real rules. Make 
up your mind when and where a happening is appropriate. If your image calls for 
the president and vice presidents of Chase-Manhattan sitting in their biggest vault 
and throwing gold coins around like babies, and you can’t get them to do it, then 
forget it and go on to something else. If you need to cut down lots of timber with 
chain saws whining and trees cracking, find a guy who needs some woods thinned 
out anyway. If you want a bulldozer to chew up some ground, find out where a 
development is going up and work the happening into the driver’s regular job. 
You’ll save a hundred dollars a day and might learn something about ground 
leveling. If you want to work with kids, discover what they really can do and like 
to instead of giving them something fancy you’d like to do but won’t. Let them 
build something out of piles of trash, paint up some old cars in a junkyard, dig a 
huge hole at the beach. If you want to have all your participants start naked, 
swimming, making love or whatnot, there are times and plenty of places where it 
wouldn’t stir up any dust. On the other hand, if you like being busted by the cops, 
you might think of working jail into the happening. 
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8. Work with the power around you, not against it. It makes things much easier, and 
you’re interested in getting things done. When you need official approval, go out for 
it. You can use police help, the mayor, the college dean, the chamber of 
commerce, the company exec, the rich, and all your neighbors. Be your own 
public relations man; convince them all that what you’re doing is worthwhile 
because it’s enjoyable to play, just the same as it’s enjoyable for them to go 
fishing. Its not a snap, of course, but they’re convincible, and once on your side 
you can almost go to the moon. 
 
9. When you’ve got the go-ahead, don’t rehearse the happening. This will make it 
unnatural because it will build in the idea of good performance, that is, ‘art.’ 
There is nothing to improve in a happening, you don’t need to be a professional 
performer. It’s best when it is artless, for better or worse. If it doesn’t work, do 
another happening. In any case, it’s unnecessary to rehearse situations like eating 
your way through a room full of food, tearing down an old house, throwing love 
letters into a field and watching the rain wash off the ink, driving a bunch of cars 
off in different directions until they run out of gas. These aren’t perfectible 
actions. 
 
10. Perform the happening once only. Repeating it makes it stale, reminds you of 
theatre and does the same thing as rehearsing: it forces you to think that there is 
something to improve on. Sometimes it’d be nearly impossible to repeat anyway 
—imagine trying to get copies of your old love letters, in order to see the rain 
wash off those tender thoughts. Why bother? 
 
11. Give up the whole idea of putting on a show for audiences. A happening is not a 
show. Leave the shows to the theatre people and discotheques. A happening is a 
game with a high, a ritual that no church would want because there’s no religion 
for sale. A happening is for those who happen in this world, for those who don’t 
want to stand off and just look. If you happen, you can’t be outside peeking in. 
You’ve got to be involved physically. Without an audience, you can be off on the 
move, using all kinds of environments, mixing in the supermarket world, never 
worrying about what those out there in the seats are thinking, and you can spread 
your action all around the globe whenever you want. Traditional art is like college  
education and drugs: it’s fed to people who have to sit on their butts for 
longer and longer amounts of time to get the point, and the point is that 
there’s lots of actions somewhere else, which all the smart people prefer to 
just think about. But happeners have a plan and go ahead and carry it out. 
To use an old expression, they don’t merely dig the scene, they make it. 
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II.1. the structure 
 
This structure is a proposal regarding the disciplines to be approached during 
course. It could be considered as a guideline as well for further developing, but 
basically reflects my considerations upon the main subjects to be revealed at this 
stage. 
 

a.) Mixed –media sculpture. 
b.) Intermedia/video 
c.) Alive art/performance 
d.) Audio-sphere/sound-sculpture 

 
a.) Mixed –media sculpture, basically would offer for explore to sculpture trained 

students as well as others the technique of mould making and other usual 
sculptural techniques which could be used in unusual manner with non-
conventional materials.  In these moulds we can use the usually materials as: 
plaster, terracotta, papier-mâché, as well as alternative implementing techniques: 
resins of all kinds, bitumen, concrete, hay, textile, saw dust, recycled cans, 
welded wire, etc. But they are many other possibilities, depending on how thing 
evolves, these proposals is made for BA level students from all disciplines. 

 
b.) Inter-media/video related topics would be held by a sculpture based, video artist 

with a large range of knowledge in technical as well as theoretical issues.  
 

c.) Alive art/performance is designated to a collaborator whom experience is based 
in choreography and theater, together with a sculpture based performer, object 
artist. 

 
d.)  Audio-sphere/ is an important issue in my opinion in this course, while the study 

of musical phenomena as well as sound related issues are equally important in 
performance, happening, installations, objects. Topics related to harmony, 
disharmony, rhythms, musical theories, would be held from time-to time by an 
art critic who is also professional musician and has a MA regarding sound in 
contemporary art.  
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II. 2. The courses and how it works 
 
Basically we ought to keep 1 theoretically and 2 practical course /week.  
 
These courses would be preferred to be held all together, especially the practical courses, 
because the time issue. Each week would be held by another collaborator, or together 
related the needs of the projects on the role. 
 
I think this optional course is suitable for II, III BA, and I MA level. The reason I choose 
like this is that usually in I BA the students begin to get used with the techniques specific 
for they specialization. 
 
 
A very important issue is the given theme. Each term will have one general theme, a 
common project or idea for all the structures, which would be at first my responsibility, 
but of course this will change eventually due to the teamwork. In order to keep somehow 
a flounce and unity in this very wide range of structures, media, and other artistically 
expressions, I want to group each term around a theme or project. At the end of term we 
will make an exhibition in university or in other alternative spaces, not necessarily in 
galleries, where we will show the results for that term. 
 
These exhibitors could implement one or more installation, films, objects, and 
performance, etc for this particular term only.  
 
The first term theme would be SPECULUM/MIRROR. 
 
III.3. the target 
      

a.) the public, or audience. 
 
T:BA HUBB,  is the concept upon which we will build these shows, and is supposed  to 
be a very vivid, lively and approachable expression of artistically values, not necessarily 
in the hang-up-on-a–wall style, we are used to it. 
 
If we have the potential and possibilities to take our artistically product in the street, in 
factories, hospitals, prisons, our goal to be interactive with society in totality using a 
complex inter-media language of expression, just like the underground connections, or 
the internet hubs, we would manage to approach something new and experiment untaken 
path in artistic high school education. 
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b.) the student as an unit of artistic expression 
 

 
Beside public approach, for training the students imagination and encouraging self-
expression, a novelty  in these course would be rising taboo themes, as trans-sexuality, 
homo-phobia, misogynic issues, occultism, religious fanatics, ecologies, extraterrestrial 
lives, etc.  
 
The issue of forming a youth as artist can be a very tricky and most overwhelming 
problem, and as far as my experience shows it, we need more introspection within each 
individual, than our pedagogical skills really are.  
 
Some help, a workshop and discussion once a month with a trained psychologist, is a 
good experience. Already thought and have an experienced collaborator. ( Olga Jora) 
 
Basically, the approach upon each individual would be some between, Peter Brook”s 
Shifting Point, and Stanislavsky’s An actor’s work, built upon Beuy”s inventinity and 
Abramovici self-expression.  
 
Yes, I know, skeptics could say even from among the most free-minded professionals 
from our university, what will be this for God s sake? How it works?  
 
So it would be something like this… 
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PORTFOLIO MIXED MEDIA SCULPTURE 
 

REKA CSAPO DUP 
 

PROJECTS DONE WITH STUDENTS 
 

 
     MY BODY-S SHAPE IN SPACE   2007 

 
 
This project is based on the title and idea seen in 1995 at Kunst-Hoschschule Weisensee 
in Berlin, at Inge Mahn sculpture-class which impressed me deeply, since it was the first 
time when a sculptural theme was proposed this conceptual way. The results where 
thinking now with new eyes, more T;BA-likes, because one student find  a way to lay in 
sand and move his arms and legs, this way leaving a trace in it, and this trace was the 
work. He exhibited the photos. In another class MA, she had a theme, APPROACH.  
The solution was a pile of Ingres paper sheets, which were immersed in plaster, and after 
drying and hardening put on each other, so, because they were dried unequally, it 
remained subtle places between them where the light came trough. I find those times both 
the ideas and the solutions very beautiful and widely different from how sculpture was 
seen back home.  
So, in my very first class I proposed something a similar theme for beginning. 
The result was an exhibition in the UNA Gallery. 
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1. APHRODITE FROM KNIDOS.               2008 

 
 

 
Aphrodites from Knidos is as far we know the first female nude ever made, and in this 
project we studied a model at ¾ sizes because it was I years BA and this was already a 
challenge for them in the terms of academic sculpture. Then the plaster figures were 
rethinked with a mould we have made for each one. The results were exhibited in a group 
exhibition in the lobby of the Opera house. 
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2. THE BANQUETT                     2008 

 
 
 
This project deals with the well known paradigm from Plato, when at the banquette 
philosophers discuss about the perfect human being,  which was spherical at the 
beginning and then it was split  by the gods in half, and since then each half is searching 
his perfect match. 
Of course it was just an excuse to study a male torso, and exhibit like an installation, 
projecting on the wall sketches done by students. 
Or not? 
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3. THE DEFRAGMENTATION OF  
      THE RENAISSANCE                               2009 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

They always argue about traditionalism versus postmodernism….  
This project doesn’t pretend to explain or to argue anything for and against, pro and 
contra. It is just a frame of the daily artistic discussions in our students’ studio.  
In full POSTMODERNISM, or let’s say, an eclectic, random and subjective neo-

postmodernism, even the proposal of a theme is guppy and in vain. I could see, in 

comparison with previous years of study, this year’s students from the sculpture class at 

UNARTE Bucharest, where I teach, are deeply tied in the artistic legacy of renaissance’s 

art works. I considered, it is helpful for them and also the most interesting theme to 

propose something about a renaissance masterpiece, Michelangelo’s David.  

The result was above our expectations, but because of outstanding reasons – like the 

restoring of our studio’s building – we couldn’t finish the proposed project. Even the fact 

that we were exposed to extreme situations, gave us further motivation; as the initial 

theme has changed into a subjective sculptural experiment. Without being advocates of 

conceptual arts, the whole artistic procedure have transformed from a study theme into a 
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creation, based on a well shaped concept, but stylistically: swinging between installation, 

performance and happening.  

 

In fact we took some photos and reproductions of Michelangelo”s David, and then each 

student was given a fragment which we made at real dimensions, after measuring and 

keeping the proportions. After this we were supposed to do moulds and transpose the 

fragments in resin, and reassemble them in the courtyard to see if they fit… 

However our struggle and tremendous amount of physical work, was interrupted by the 

reconstruction of our department, so the result of this frustration was actually some 

shootings and a movie, and a very good, disciplined and hardworking class. Three girls 

and a boy… 
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5.   THE TERRACOTTA CLASS                  2010 

 
 
 

This project lasted 9 month long, as long as a pregnancy… the basic idea was that we 

wanted to make a collective BA work, based upon the idea of  the Dutch  genre paintings 

where everyday situations are  catching a moment, except here were a sculptural 

composition which immortalized us during classes. So we did a genre sculpture, an 

immortalized large scale kitsch of our class, where everybody do what he wants and I am 

teaching sculpture with a laptop… 
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            MY SPACE- BA DEGREE WORK BY LUCIAN MITRUTOIU 
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A sound –sculpture, an installation with old pick-ups, every-one of them re-mounted as a 
piece of art re-shaped, etc. 
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          TOTEMTIEREN-A PROJECT DEDICATED J. BEUYS     2011 
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Why? 
 

In1995 I saw in Frankfurt a retrospective Beuys exhibition, where I noticed a 

performance of the artist named Fridenshase mit Zubehohr, from 1982. In this 

performance which was made at Documenta7 the artist melted a golden copy of Ivan the 

Terrible crown, and from the melted bronze he casted a rabbit. This rabbit which is in fact 

the sign of transforming in Alchemy, which stands for the transformation of metals. So 

the action can have several levels of understanding. The crown sign of power and cruelty, 

shifts in the sign of peace and Eastern, Christ, as well as the symbol of the transformation 

of metals. 

 

The culture of remake and re-performance.   

 

After Jenny Sorkin (art critic and Phd student at Yale University) it is a necessity and 

recent history of re-performance. Re-performance could be quoted his debut in 2002 in 

Whitechapel Gallery , London, UK.  

 

So, taking notice of this, I figured out a re-performance of this act by asking the students 

to choose their own totem-animal, and after modeling it, mould, etc, pouring in wax and 

cast it. We reached the first part to do, because the project went on in my had, to melt 

then the casted animal and pour it in something else they would like to become. 
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                  7.   I AM THE V-MAN (VITRUVIAN)          2012 
 
 
This was an almost 90 page course about Lenardo”s Vitruvian man, about different 
proportions in Greek, Egyptian, later renaissance art. About golden ratio, and how we 
find it in the human body, as well in nature.   
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                   8.   ASPHALT                                                  2013 
 
A project done with an Erasmus student for Saarbrucken, which came from an inter-
media department, because she could not name her profile, she said, they have no 
particular discipline, they are doing projects… Karen Fritz, she never saw plaster, stone, 
never did mould. She thought a project about the bitumen, because on her way towards 
the campus she kept bumping on the tormented asphalt, probably the authorities 
considered it is necessary to change the asphalt for the thousand time in our street. So, 
she did a three trunk, something which had once a live with little pieces of bitumen, 
casted in plaster and concrete. 
 
Finally she made a little animation as well. It is a lot more work here than I can resume 
it… 
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PORTFOLIO  INTER-MEDIA/ VIDEO 

 
Patricia  Ioana Teodorescu  
 
1972        Nascuta 1972 / Bucuresti / Romania 

1991-97   Studiaza la Universitatea de Arte, Facultatea de Arte  

                Frumoase, Sectia Sculptura.                 

                Proiect de Licenta / Instalatie-Video Art. 

1997     Membru al UAP.   

2013       Doctoranda la Scoala de Studii Doctorale  a UNAB  

 

Expozitii de Grup / Selectii :  

2014    “Nihil sine UNA Dea”: CaminulArtei / Bucuresti / Romania 

2013    “Good Girls” : MNAC  

2012    “Momentum”: Aiurart/ Bucuresti 

2012    “Instalart 001” : Aiurart/ Bucuresti 

2012    “The Poetics of Politics” : Propaganda Gallery /  Varsovia              

2012    “DOINA” : Platforma Calea Mosilor / Anexa MNAC 2012     

“BYOB”:  Platforma Calea Mosilor /Anexa MNAC 

2012    "Noaptea devoratorilor de arta video" #3 (NAG) Studio     

                ARTE / Bucuresti / Romania   

2011    “Funeraria” : MNAC - Muzeul National de Arta Contemporana 

                /Bucuresti / Romania  

2011    "Noaptea devoratorilor de arta video" #2 (NAG) Studio     

                ARTE/ Bucuresti/ Romania 

2011    "Statement: I advocate feminism" Kultur Kontact Austria /  

              Vienna 

2010    "Social cooking Romania"-Brukenthal Contemporary Art     

              Museum / Sibiu / Romania 

2010    “ Sa nu ucizi” / Timisoara / Romania 

2010    "Noaptea devoratorilor de arta video" (NAG)Studio     
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                ARTE / Bucuresti / Romania 

2010     Studio ARTE- artist run space Bucuresti / Romania 

2009     Studio ARTE -artist run space Bucuresti /Romania 

2008   "Social cooking Romania"-NGBK Gallery / Berlin /   

                  Germania 

2006   “Making of ” Casino Luxembourg – Forum d’art  

                 contemporain       

2005   "Eurobarometru vizual"/ CIAC / Amsterdam Gallery /    Bucuresti / Romania 

2004   “New Video, New Europe” / The Renaissance Society    at The University of 

Chicago / Chicago,USA  

2004    “New Video, New Europe” / Tate Modern / London / Uk                 

             // Contemporary Art Museum St.Louis / USA               

              // "The Kitchen" / USA 

 2003    “BLOOD & HONEY” /  Sammlung Essl Gallery / Vienna, 

                Austria 

 2003     “Docu Fiction” /  Facultatea de Arhitectura /  Bucuresti,  

                 Romania 

 2003     “The Art Conquers the Street” / Spatiu public in Piata      

                  Universitatii  / Bucuresti/ Romania 

 2001    “Transcafe” /  New Gallery / Bucuresti/ Romania 

 2001     “Illusive Paradises” META Gallery / Bucuresti/ Romania 

 2001     “The Art beats The Art” / The Contemporary Centre of  Art                   

Konkordia / Vrsac / Serbia 

 2000      “Transferatu” / IFA Galery / Berlin / Germania 

 

 Expozitii Personale / Selectii : 

 2009       "Revelation in progress"/ Studio ARTE / Bucuresti /       

                   Romania 

 2005       "Ascetica" / Galateea Gallery / Bucuresti, Romania 

 2004         “Sparkle City”/ Anthem Gallery / New York / United States  of America 
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 2003         “Soul Xrays ” / S.P.A.C.E. Gallery, / The Contemporary   

                    Centre of  Art  / Bucuresti/ Romania 

 2003        “110%LIFE ” /  META Gallery / Bucuresti / Romania 

 2000        “(Bear) revelation” / D@V Gallery / Bucuresti /Romania 

 

 Premii :  

 2005      “Premiul I” al UE si CIAC “Eurobarometruvizual”  

 1997      “Premiul I” pentru Sculptura al “Uniunii Artistilor        

                  Plastici” 

 

 Participari  la Targuri de arta: 

 

2011    “ Vienna Artfair” 

2013    “ Vienna Artfair” 

 

patricia_iteo@hotmail.com 

www.arte.com.ro 

Adresa: Jean Atanasiu 20, sect.2, Bucuresti, Romania 
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“Provocarea conceptuală și tehnică a mișcării și timpului în arta video reprezintă 

interesul central al Patriciei Teodorescu, una dintre cele mai reprezentative artiste ale 

generației sale. Cu studii de sculptură în cadrul Universități Naționale de Arte din 

București ea cercetează constant granițele tehnologiei artei video legând temele axate pe 

aspectele sociale și filozofice ale vieții cu o abordare vizuală în care formația sa joacă un 

rol semnificativ la nivelul înțelegerii formei, construcției volumetrice, absenței mișcării 

ca mișcare și mișcarea însăși.  

Lucrările video, expuse în importante galerii și muzee precum Tate Modern, Muzeul 

Essl, The Kitchen (N.Y.), Kulturkontakt Viena sau MNAC București sunt, pe de o parte, 

scurte reflexii asupra mișcării, construind un spațiu pentru analiza timpului, iar pe de alta, 

observații de tip documentar asupra anumitor probleme sociale contemporane. Patricia 

Teodorescu este conștientă de diferențele contrastante ale mișcării precum și de efectul 

dramatic al extensiei temporale prin manipulare tehnologică (camera Phantom), relevante 

în cazul unora dintre video-urile sale recente Freedom She Said și Rose (breath). Artista 

folosește mișcarea ca pe un instrument de unificare a efectului poetic, teatral/cinematic cu 

un mesaj identitar și de justiție socială. Soluțiile tehnice au efectul unor imagini 

spectaculoase care conectează privitorul prin simțuri. Imaginea estetizată este rezultatul 

medierii dintre realitatea empirică și imaginație, astfel comunicând o experiență 

personală care se bazează pe efectele relației complexe dintre concept și reprezentare. 

Artista este o analistă atentă a valorilor contemporane sociale și culturale, combinând 

discursurile auto-referențiale cu o abordare extinsă social, mereu integrând timpul, nu ca 

pe un barometru vizual, ci ca pe un instrument de meditație. Contemplația face parte din 

discursul său îndreptat către un privitor care absoarbe timpul ca pe o necesitate în 

procesul înțelegerii detaliilor vieții și al proceselor înseși. 

Proiecțiile din unghiuri multiple și de mari dimensiuni însoțite de sunet sau text 

generează un spațiu care integrează privitorul premițând o conectare care are rolul de a 

opera asupra noțiunii de privire emoțională. Acestea sunt contrabalansate de 

documentarele sale Freedom She Said sau de premiatul Ferma de melci1 în care 

dinamicile sociale, dialogul și cadrele directe de tip interviu dezvăluie expuneri socio-

1 Premiul I, Eurobarometru Vizual, București, 2006 
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politice, economice și antropologice. Ferma de melci este un exercițiu politic asupra unei 

foste societăți comuniste plonjată în regulile recente ale globalizării. Studiul său aduce în 

discuție noțiuni ca naționalism, localism și diversitate culturală în contextul unui 

comentariu subtil despre utopia socială și tranziție. Documentarul Freedom She Said 

continuă video-performance-ul cu același titlu reprezentând varianta analizei reci, 

detașate a străzii, dialogul cu membri comunității noastre despre înțelegerea lor asupra 

unor noțiuni precum: femeie, bărbat, iubire, maternitate, patrenitate doar pentru a ajunge 

la semnificativa neînțelegere a feminismului și prejudecățile privind rolurile de gen.  

Folosind efectul time-lapse în Doina artista îngheață un moment în timp împingând 

fractura emoțională către participarea pasivă și identificarea empatică individuală. Boala 

și pierderea fac parte din cursul social traumatic în care memoria selectează imagini prin 

filtrul intensității gradelor de impact emoțional.  

Percepția este provocată prin pătrunderea într-un spațiu de imagine, text în mișare și 

sunet în cazul instalației Aliterație în care proiecții multiple și suprapuse apar ca o 

realitate alternativă pentru cei proaspăt deconectați de peisajul urban. Aceștia sunt 

imersați înr-un peisaj forestier, un pretext pentru crearea unui spațiu de contrast în care 

mișcarea și timpul sunt activate de ritmul subiectiv al artistei și devin subiecți ai unei 

realități poetice ulterioare care aduce în atenție aspectul cheie al modului în care emoțiile 

și creierul funcționează în contextual unei rupturi dintre două referințe temporale. 

Clivajul între realități este rapid anihilat prin modul în care percepem schimbarea de 

mediu.  

Bear revelation nu este doar un joc vizual de cuvinte, ci și o poveste semnificativă cu 

dimensiuni mitologice care prin reprezentarea narativă la nivel literal funcționează ca un 

potențial stimulent de imaginație și ironie.  

Patricia Teodorescu este o rafinată observatoare care integrează tehnologia înr-un discurs 

cu straturi multiple. Evoluția sa artistică indică resursele pentru abordări vizuale care ar 

putea nu doar să urmeze ultimele experimente și descoperiri în domeniul artei video, ci să 

atingă rezultate inovatoare condiționate de găsirea sprijinului necesar în contextul 

investițiilor actuale în arta și tehnologia video. “  

                                         Olivia Nitis 
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ARTIST STATEMENT: 

 

Consider că formația mea de sculptoră își pune amprenta asupra lucrărilor mele. modul 

de a-mi imagina și de a gândi / concepe lucrarea este tridi- mensional. Linia cu care 

desenez este o linie sculpturală. așa se nasc performance-urile pe care le fac sau 

instalațiile. Tematicile abordate s-au întins pe parcursul preocupărilor artistice de la 

concepte ca mișcarea și timpul la problematici sociale. 

Cred că actul de creație poate fi o revelație, dar și un proces dificil și pasionant care 

include cercetare, experimentare, improvizație, selecție și eliminare. acest traseu este 

elaborat de minte și ales cu inima. 

 

 

I think my formation as a sculptress has its mark on my work. how i imagine and think / 

conceive my work is three-dimensional. The line i draw with it’s a sculptural line. Thus 

my performances or installations are born. The topics i have approached expanded 

throughout my artistic interests from concepts of movement and time to social issues. 

I believe that the act of creation can be a revelation, but also a difficult and exciting 

process that includes research, experimentation, improvisation, selection and elimination. 

This route is particularly elaborated by the mind and chosen by heart. 
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                 IMAGINI lucrari:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
                                                                                                         

                                     
         
  
SCULPTURA/ “NAE”/ FIER-BETON/ 1,80m/ 1993 
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        INSTALATIE/ “NAE”/ FIER-BETON/ 1,80m/ 1993 
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SCUPTURA/ “NAPO”/ 65x50 cm/1994 
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PICTURA/ “MAMA”/ DIPTIC/ 2007/ COLECTIA MNAC 
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“IN2”/ INSTALATIE/ TEHNICA MIXTA (pat si rasina) / 200x120cm/1995 
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“IN2”/ INSTALATIE-VIDEO/ TEHNICA MIXTA/ 1997 
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“PER_SPEC_TI_VA”/INSTALATIE 1999 
 

 

 
 
“OGLINDA, POARTA”/ ENVIROMENT/ Turda/1998 
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“BOARDS OF TURDA (SANGRE DE MI MADRE’”/ ENVIROMENT/ Turda/ 1998 
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“COSMIC GATE”/ INSTALATIE (candele, ulei parfumat, coloana Sonora )/ 2001 
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BRAIN CONTROL”/ PERFORMANCE, KINETIC-INSTALATION / 2002 
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“ALITERATIE” /INSTALATIE IMERSIVA/ video & sound 
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 “DOINA”/ VIDEO/ 02:57 min /1280x720 HD progressive (16:9)/ 2012 
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BEAR (REVELATION)/ BEAR (REVELATION) 01:34 min/ 720 × 576 SD 
progressive (4:3)/ 2000 
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PORTFOLIO ALIVE-ART/PERFORMANCE 

 
IRINEL ANGHEL, RALUCA GHIDEANU 

 
 

WORKSHOP ADAM AND EVE 
Mai 2014 research sculpture department 
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Irinel Anghel (Bucuresti, 1969) 

Artist interdisciplinar, compozitoare, performance artist, improvizator care lucreaza 
cu sunete, materiale, cu corpul uman, care provoaca experiente, bazandu-se pe 
explorare intuitiva, pe lucrul prezent in “fabrica lui ACUM”. 

Are diplome universitare, masteruri si doctorat in compozitie si muzicologie la 
Universitatea Nationala de Muzica Bucuresti si si-a sustinut teza programului 
postdoctoral in anul 2013 cu o lucrare dedicata interdisciplinaritatii (Dizolvarea 
granitelor in gandirea si practica artistica contemporana). 

Lucreaza ca performance artist si ca artist experiential din anul 2008 investigand si 
provocand prin creatiile sale transformarea limitelor, a conventiilor, explorand 
relativitatea perceptiilor sau dinamica relatiilor dintre exterior si interior, dintre artist si 
public, dintre corp si obiect. 

Pentru parteneri, public sau cursanti este de obicei un facilitator al experientelor pe 
care le stimuleaza astfel din interior. A creat interventii si actiuni performative in 
spatii publice dar si conventionale, a lucrat cu corpul in relatie cu mediul inconjurator, 
instalatii performative cu elemente ale naturii sau resturi reciclate. 

 
A colaborat cu artisti plastici (sculptori, pictori, artisti ceramisti), muzicieni, dansatori, 
actori si regizori. Este un artist complet (“all-round artist”) care conform principiilor 
live art-ului nu repeta experiente. Fiecare eveniment este o noua creatie. 

 
* 

 
Time Based Art – Live Art – Performance Art  in toate concretizarile pe care le pot 
imbraca se refera la o arta a actiunii in care procesul se afla la vedere, este 
important si in consecinta este prezentat, expus publicului.  
Un curs de TBA poate cuprinde atat studiul unor referinte istorice ale evolutiei 
fenomenului dar mai ales ateliere conduse de un facilitator care isi impartaseste 
propriile experiente si provoaca unele noi impreuna cu cursantii prin lucrul cu: corpul, 
spatiul, timpul / durata, materiale, obiecte, intentii, emotii, intuitie. Actiunile din cadrul 
cursurilor au un caracter explorator al dialogului intim dintre material/obiect si corp 
pana la a deveni extensii ale corporalitatii capatand noi sensuri si semnificatii ce pot 
extinde acceptiunea sculpturii de la cea materiala, obiectuala la cea corporala ori 
chiar sociala.  
Concretizarea antrenamentului in aceasta directie este si ea importanta, deoarece 
expunerea in public a acestor actiuni este cea care face saltul din laborator la actul 
artistic expozabil. De asemenea, procesul reflexiv ce urmeaza acestor experiente 
este foarte important, atat la nivel individual, personal cat si in grup. Documentarea 
pasilor realizati pe parcursul castigarii experientei in domeniul TBA este esentiala, 
aceasta fiind modalitatea de surprindere si diseminare a rezultatelor artelor de 
actiune. 
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CV - MIHAI PLĂMĂDEALĂ 
 

Istoric şi teoretician de artă 
 
 
Critic de artă / Curator /Artist vizual 
Preşedinte al Asociaţiei Culturale Nomen Est Omen 
Autor la revista Observator Cultural (rubrica de Arte Vizuale) 
Colaborator la revistele Arta, Dilema Veche şi Ceramics Now 
 
Date contact: 
e-mail: mihaiplamadeala@yahoo.com    tel: 0740.155.244 
www.nomenestomen.ro 
 
STUDII 
 
M.A.  - Universitatea Naţională de Arte Bucureşti (2009) 
B.A. - Universitatea Naţională de Arte Bucureşti – Facultatea de Istoria şi Teoria Artei  (2007) 
 
PREMII ŞI DISTINCŢII 
 
Premiul Uniunii Artiştilor Plastici din România pentru cronică expoziţională (2012) 
Premiul Uniunii Artiştilor Plastici din România pentru curatoriat “Vasile Drăguţ” (2012) 
 
ACTIVITATE ŞTIINŢIFICĂ ŞI EDITORIALĂ 
 
Anuala Artelor: Centrul Artistic Baia Mare 2013, Editura Eikon, Cluj Napoca 2013, ISBN 978-
973-757-891-4 - Autor text critic 
Metalul 2012 - Editura UNArte, Bucureşti 2012, ISBN 978-606-8296-76-0 - Autor text 
Muzica la marile curţi europene - conferinţă în cadrul festivalului Sighişoara Medievală 2013  
INSEMNE - Atanasiu Delamare Ioan / Csapo Dup Reka, Editura EXIGENT, Bucureşti 2013, 
ISBN 978-973-1853-10-9 - Autor text 
Amprenta omului - Dorel Petrehuş, Editura Eurotip, Baia-Mare 2013, ISBN 978-973-0-14872-5 -
Autor text 
Identităţi, Baia-Mare 2013, ISBN 978-606-92988-5-5 - Autor text 
Spaţiul modernităţii româneşti / The Space of Romanian Modernity 1906-1947  (editura Fundaţiei 
Arhitext Design, Bucureşti 2011, ISBN 978-606-92734-1-8)  – Documentarist 
Spettacolo del mondo (Elite Art Gallery, Bucureşti, 2011, ISBN 978-973-0-10749-4) - Autor 
Nudul între antichitate şi impresionism  (Galeriile de Artă ale Municipiului Bucureşti / Elite Art 
Gallery, 12 /23 martie 2011) - Conferenţiar  
Corpul uman în modernism şi postmodernism (Galeriile de Artă ale Municipiului Bucureşti / Elite 
Art Gallery, 17 /26 martie 2011) - Conferenţiar 
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cARTE pentru ARTE. Editura ICR în librăriile bucureştene (noiembrie-decembrie 2010) - 
Prezentarea albumelor: Ioan Popescu Negreni, Henry Mavrodin, Florin Ciubotaru, Teodor 
Moraru, Tudor Banuş, Devis Grebu, Vladimir Zamfirescu, Marin Gherasim. 
Cetăţile săseşti din sudul Transilvaniei  - Conferinţă în cadrul festivalului Sighişoara Medievală, 
23-25 iulie 2010 
O istorie a instrumentelor muzicale renascentiste. Lăutele lui Caravaggio  - Workshop în cadrul 
festivalului Sighişoara Medievală, 23-25 iulie 2010 
Youth and Museums II (proiect UNESCO, Bucureşti, 01-04 iulie 2010) - Coordonator ştiinţific 
O incursiune în pictura anilor ’90: atunci şi acum/A Journey in the Painting of the 90’s: Then 
&Now (editura Sigma, Bucureşti, 2010, ISBN 978-973-649-605-9) - Autor 
Cupola cu frunze de acant şi coarne de berbec (editura Anima, Bucureşti, 2009, ISBN 978-973-
7729-44-6) – Text introducere 
Arca  (editura UNArte, Bucureşti, 2009, ISBN 978-973-1922-65-2) - Text critic 
Reprezentări ale muzicii în gravura olandeză şi flamandă a secolului al XVII-lea  - Conferinţă în 
cadrul Medievart Fest – Târgu Mureş, 03-05 octombrie 2008 
Marcel Iancu. Biroul de studii moderne (editura Simetria, Bucureşti, 2008, ISBN 978-973-1872-
04-9) - Documentarist 
Marcel Iancu arhitect   (proiect cultural internaţional, martie - noiembrie 2008) - Cercetător  
Muzeul Naţional Cotroceni - Referent de specialitate – 2008 
Traces To Remember, Places To Inspire (Editura Muzeului Literaturii Române, Bucureşti, 2007, 
ISBN 978-973-8947-81-8) – Coautor 
U.R.M.E. (Urban Remembering and Memories of Europe) – (proiect cultural internaţional, 
decembrie 2006 – septembrie 2007) - Cercetător 
 
CURATOR 
 
Metamorphosis Vinculorum (Centrul Cultural Palatele Brâncoveneşti Mogoşoaia) 7 decembrie 
2013 - 31 ianuarie 2014 
Artist: George Maftei MAFU 
Political Bestiary (Centrul Cultural Palatele Brâncoveneşti Mogoşoaia) 24 noiembrie 2013 -29 
ianuarie 2014 
Artist: Valeriu Mladin 
Supra Super Subditus (Art Yourself Gallery, Bucureşti) 19-30 septembrie 2013 
Artist: Cosmin Petru Paulescu 
Nude (Art Yourself Gallery, Bucureşti) 19-30 septembrie 2013 
Artist: Lidia Alina Nicolae 
In This World and Beyond (Centrul Cultural Palatele Brâncoveneşti Mogoşoaia) - 15 septembrie - 
15 octombrie 2013 
Artişti: Laura Ghinea, Gÿori Csaba, Andrei Berindan 
Orchestra inimilor sfărâmate (Centrul Cultural Palatele Brâncoveneşti Mogoşoaia) - 7 iulie - 7 
august 2013 
Artist: Misha Diaconu 
InSemne (Galeria Simeza, Bucureşti) - 27 iunie - 10 iulie 2013 
Artişti: Reka Csapo Dup şi Ioan Delamare Atanasiu 
Voinţa & Puterea #11 (Galeria Simeza, Bucureşti) 19 martie 2013 
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Artist (performance): Mircea Florian 
Toţi oamenii preşedintelui (Galeria Simeza, Bucureşti) - 10 - 22 martie 2013 
Artişti: Simona Antoniu, Andrei Berindan, Simion Buia, Matei Crişan, Győri Kinga, Mirela Iordache, 
Alina Manole, Elisabeth Ochsenfeld, Cosmin Petru Paulescu, Corina Sârbu, Florin Şuţu, Mihai Ungureanu, 
Florentina Voichi 
Maschere di Venezia 2013  (Readers Cafe Bucureşti) - 3 februarie şi 1 martie 2013 
Artist: Simion Buia 
Spoon Network & Other Dreams (Odeon Gallery, Bucureşti) - 16 martie - 5 aprilie 2012 
Artist: Corina Sârbu 
Far From Lonliness (Complexul pentru Activităţi Recreative şi Educaţie “Sf. Pantelimon” 
Bucureşti) - 11 aprilie - 10 iunie 2012 
Artişti: Alina Manole, Bogdana Contraş, Corina Sârbu, Cornelia Gherlan, Daniela Zbarcea, Eugen Vasile 
Iovan, Ingrid Juncanariu, Mirela Iordache, Nadina Pascariu, Valeria Diaconu 
Singurătate în mulţime - Galeria Odeon Bucureşti,  25 februarie – 15 martie 2012  
Artişti: Alina Manole, Corina Sarbu, Cornelia Gherlan, Daniela Zbarcea, Daniel Craciun, Eugen Vasile 
Iovan, Florica Andreescu, Mirela Iordache, Nadina Pascariu și Valeria Diaconu 
Plecare/Departure (Centrul Cultural Palatele Brâncoveneşti Mogoşoaia) – 17 -30 iulie 2011 
Artişti: Marie Chamat, Anne Tranchand, Thierry Cauwet, Pascal Valu, Pablo Casado, Christian Paraschiv, 
Ion Grigorescu, Ruxandra Grigorescu, Matei Lăzărescu, Petru Lucaci, Bogdan Vlăduță, Carmen Cretzu-
Iacob 
Mario Vargas Llosa. Posibilă ilustraţie de carte (Galeriile de Artă ale Municipiului Bucureşti / 
Elite Art Gallery) – 25 mai -15 iunie 2011 
Artişti: Andrei Berindan, Bogdana Contraş, Iuliana Florea Lucan şi Cosmin Petru Paulescu 
Mircea Florian – O altă cale (Club A, Bucureşti) – 13-18 mai 2011 
Negrele-mi Aripi (Galeriile de Artă ale Municipiului Bucureşti / Elite Art Gallery)  – 4 mai 2011 
Artist (performance): Mircea Florian 
Spettacolo del Mondo (Galeriile de Artă ale Municipiului Bucureşti / Elite Art Gallery) – 4-24 
mai 2011 
Artişti: Carmen Cretzu-Iacob, Iuliana Florea Lucan, Valeriu Mladin, Oana Panaitescu 
Axis Mundi (Galeriile de Artă ale Municipiului Bucureşti / Elite Art Gallery) – 31 martie -2 mai 
2011 
Artişti: Ana Ruxandra Ilfoveanu, Angela Tomaselli, Cozmin Movilă, Doina Mihăilescu, George Mircea, 
Ion Lazăr, Marilena Murariu,  Mihai Sârbulescu, Vitalie Butescu 
Memoria Balcicului (Institutul Bancar Român, Bucureşti) – 14 aprilie 2011 
Artişti: Ilie Boca, Vitalie Butescu, Sanda Buţiu, Simion Crăciun, Ioana Crăciun-Dobrescu, George Mircea, 
Marilena Murariu, Dan Palade, Andreea Palade-Flondor, Horea Paştina, Ana Petrovici, Mihai 
Sârbulescu, Otto Szatmary, Veacelsav Tuhari 
Culorile Feminităţii (Galeriile de Artă ale Municipiului Bucureşti / Elite Art Gallery)  – 3- 27 
martie 2011 
Artişti: Vitalie Butescu, Ştefan Coman, Vasile Sitari  
Patru Generaţii sub Acelaşi Acoperiş (Capital Art Gallery, Bucureşti) – 13-20 decembrie 2010 
Artişti: Francisc Chiuariu, Cristian Farcaş, Irina Garcia, Valeriu Mladin, Florin Bogdan Tomescu, Tudor 
Marinescu, Aurel Tar, Mirela Trăistaru, Mihai Zgondoiu 
Arhitecturi Florale (Galeriile de Artă ale Municipiului Bucureşti / Elite Art Gallery)  – 30 
septembrie–14 octombrie 2010  
Artist: Florian Lucan 
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Cockalari & Principiese (Galeriile de Artă ale Municipiului Bucureşti / Elite Art Gallery) – 11-18 
iunie 2010 
Artişti: Rodica Mihaela Ciobanu, Anca Dobre, Iuliana Florea Lucan,  Ioana Panaitescu, Cosmin Petru 
Paulescu, Victor Velculescu 
Actori (performance): Petru Ciobanu, Nadejda Dimitriu, Lelia Marcu, Adrian Nour, Vadim Rusu 
10 pentru deceniul X  (Galeriile de Artă ale Municipiului Bucureşti / Elite Art Gallery) - 28 
aprilie–30 mai 2010.  
Artişti: Francisc Chiuariu, Constantin Cioc, Suzana Dan, Raluca Ilaria Demetrescu, Florian Lucan, Tudor 
Marinescu, Florin Mocanu, Cosmin Petru Paulescu, Octav Popescu-Pilat, Roman Tolici  
Arca (Centrul Cultural Palatele Brâncoveneşti Mogoşoaia) – 18 octombrie-30 noiembrie 2009 
Artist: Andrei Ciubotaru 
La Mahina Telurica (Atelier 35, Bucureşti) – martie 2008 
Artist:  Iuliana Florea Lucan 
 
DISCURSURI DE DESCHIDERE (EXPOZIŢII) 
 
Salonul Artelor Textile 2014 (Galeria Orizont, Bucuresti), 25 februarie - 10 martie 2014) 
Cristian Diţoiu - Ecleraje (Centrul Cultural Palatele Brâncoveneşti Mogoşoaia) 9 februarie -16 
marite 2014 
Anuala Artelor 2013, Complexul Expoziţional Colonia Pictorilor, Baia Mare- 27 septembrie 2013 
Artişti invitaţi: Maria Balea, Adrian Chira, Virgilius Moldovan, Mircea Vasile MureŞan, Sorin Nicodim, 
Florica Prevenda / în secţiunea oficială - 53 de artiŞti locali 
Metalul 2013, Galeria Orizont Bucureşti, 11 septembrie - 10 octombrie 2013 
Artişti: Matei Ulmeanu, Cristina Oprişenescu, State Cristian, Dan Constantinescu, Radu Popovici, Mihai 
Nacu, Gheorghe Zaharia, Jorge Mafu, Misha Diaconu, Bogdan Hojbotă, Dumitru Ţili Traian, Gheorghe 
Marian, Dan Roşca, Mihai Marcu Jr., Ileana Dana Marinescu, Aurel Vlad, Mihai Neacşu 
Temporal Perceptions - Muzeul Voievodal Curtea Veche Bucureşti, 18 mai – 12 iunie 2013 
Artişti: Adela Bonaţ, Adrian Costică, Adrian Moise, Agnieszka Kucharska (Polonia), Alberto Mariani 
(Italia), Anamaria Avram, Aniela Ovadiuc, Cătălin Oancea, Cosmin Petru Paulescu, Cristian Raduţă, 
Gabriel Brojboiu, Georgiana Cozma, Irinel Moldoveanu, Krasimir Russev (Bulgaria), Lucian Ţăran, Maria 
Pop Timaru, Lisandru Neamţu, Mihai Morarescu, Mirela Iordache, Simona Antoniu, Valentin Soare, 
Eduard Gabia, Alexandru Solonaru, Ansamblul Propuls 
Dorel Petrehuş - Amprenta omului - Muzeul Ţării Oaşului, Negreşti-Oaş, 31 mai - 20 iunie 2013  
Salonul de Arte Textile 2013 - Galeria Simeza Bucureşti, 10 - 19 aprilie 2013  
David Luka Kapiashvili - Journey Goes On - Centrul Artelor Vizuale Bucureşti, 25 martie - 07 
aprilie 2013 
Simboluri - Muzeul Municipiului Bucureşti, 1 – 15 martie 2013  
Artişti: Iulian-Dalin Toma, George Moscal, Tudor Șerban, Alina Manole, Cristian Crestincov, Petre-
Emanuel Ghergu și Răzvan Stanciu, Cosmin Matei 
Identităţi, Edge 2013 - Galeria de Artă UAP Baia Mare, 26 februarie - 15 martie 2013 
Artişti: Nicolae Fleissig, Laura Teodora Ghinea, Gyori Csaba, Gyori Kinga, Fabio Cito, Dan Visovan 
Pictorii ASE-ului  - Academia de Studii Economice, 21 februarie - 21 martie 2013  
Artişti: Florica Prevenda, Titi Ceară, Alexandru Rădvan 
Simion Buia - Actorii şi fotograful - Ceainăria Cărtureşti Bucureşti, 21 ianuarie - 2 februarie 2013 
Marius Mureşan - Sacru & profan - Galeria de Artă UAP Baia Mare,  26 noiembrie - 10 
decembrie 2012 
Ziua Galeriei Romulus Art - Romulus Art Gallery, 1 - 13 noiembrie 2012 
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Metal - Galeria Orizont Bucureşti, 28 octombrie - 16 noiembrie 2012 
Artişti: Bogdan Hojbota, Misha Diaconu, Marian Gheorghe, Matei Ulmeanu, Gheorghe Zaharia, Tibor 
Kolozsi, Mihai Cosmin Iatesen, Dumitru Tili, Cristian Popa, Dana Marinescu, Daniel Rosca, Silviu Lisaru, 
Catalin Oancea, Cristian Valentin State, Mihai Marcu jr., Gheorghe Maftei 
Ceramica 2012 - Galeria Orizont Bucureşti,  09 – 19 octombrie 2012 
Artişti: Anamaria Ariciu (Alba Iulia); Gheorghe Crãciun,  Iudita Crãciun (Baia Mare); Bianca Boeroiu, 
Cristina Bolborea, Adela Bonaţ, Gherghina Costea, Georgiana Cozma, Romana Mateiaş, Nicolae 
Moldovan, Aniela Ovadiuc,  Gheorghe Tiutin, Lucian Ţãran, Iulian Vârtopeanu (Bucureşti); Koncz-
Munich Andras, Andra Bãban, Mihaela Giura, Ernest Palko, Titu Toncian (Cluj); Diana Andreescu 
(Timişoara); Vlad Basarab (USA) 
Bogdan Hojbotă şi Ion Pantilie - Contraste - Galeria Simeza Bucureşti,  09 - 20 octombrie 2012 
George Tiutin - Pământ - Cosmos - Centrul Cultural Palatele Brâncoveneşti Mogoşoaia, 2-20 
iunie 2012 
Human Evolution / Involution – Mutaţii interioare - Muzeul Voievodal Curtea Veche Bucureşti, 
12 - 25 mai 2012 
Artişti: Cristian Răduţă, Irinel Moldoveanu, Simona Antoniu, Maria Pop Timaru, Adrian Moise, Marius 
Purice, Aniela Ovadiuc, Adela Bonaţ, Ramon Sadic, Valeriu Mladin, Aurel Tar, Ioana Martin, Marius 
Burhan, Liviu Mihai, Mihaela Diaconu, Sabin Garea, Saso Blazeski (Macedonia) 
Salonul Mic 2012 - Galeria Căminul Artei Bucureşti, 27 Aprilie – 8 Mai 2012 
SEMNificaţii - Centrul Cultural Palatele Brâncoveneşti Mogoşoaia, 11 martie - 15 mai 2012  
Artişti: Onisim Colta, Sorin Dumitrescu, Marin Gherasim, Silviu Oravitzan, Dan Palade 
Maria Dulhan şi invitaţii săi Amalia Dulhan, Stela Lucici, Amalia Verzea, Mafu - Galeria Orizont 
Bucureşti,  25 ianuarie - 05 februarie 2012 
Scrisoare - Galeria Galateea Bucureşti, 19 ianuarie - 06 februarie 2012  
Artişti: Aniela Ovadiuc, Arina Ailincăi, Bianca Boeroiu, Cristina Bolborea, Cristina Popescu Russu, Emilia 
Chirilă, Georgiana Cozma, Gherghina Costea, Ileana Crăciun, Imola Jakabos, Ioan Sumedrea senior, Ioan 
Sumedrea junior, Ioana Stepanov, Iulian Vîrtopeanu, Marta Jakobovits, Nicolae Moldovan, Oriana Pelladi, 
Ovidiu Ionescu, Simona Tănăsescu, Titu Toncian, Vasile Cercel 
Far Too Much Purple - Café  Verona Cărtureşti, Bucureşti, 16 decembrie 2011 - 16 ianuarie 2012 
Artişti: Alina Manole, Daniela Zbarcea, Eugen Iovan, Ingrid Juncanariu, Lidia Alina Nicolae, Mirela 
Iordache, Nadina Pascariu 
Inaugurare Centrul Cultural Casa Artelor Sector 3 Bucureşti, 30 septembrie 2012 
Artişti: Bogdan Hojbotă, Adela Bonaţ, Aniela Ovadiuc, Misha Diaconu, Arthur Bota, Mihai Ungureanu 
Anuala Artelor Baia Mare – Complexul Expoziţional Colonia Pictorilor, Baia Mare – 23 
septembrie 2011 
Artişti invitaţi: Bartosz Fraczek, Ştefan PelmuŞ, Mircea Roman, Giuseppe Liberati Villamagna / în 
secţiunea oficială - 97 de artiŞti locali 
Fabiana Dima – Secţiune autobiografică – Galeria Basil, Bucureşti – 14 mai 2011 
Sorina Iuganu – Expoziţie personală – Galeria 5-7, Bucureşti – 21 aprilie 2011 
Vocile materiei  – O introducere în arta abstractă - Centrul Cultural Palatele Brâncoveneşti 
Mogoşoaia – 19 martie 2011 
Artişti:  Andreea Albani, Marcel Bunea, Olga Birman, Otilia Boeru, Marius Burhan, Florin Ciubotaru, 
Petru Lucaci, Ion Nicodim, Nicolae Stoian, Vasile Tolan 
Florentin Tanas  - Sculpturi imateriale -  Centrul Cultural Palatele Brâncoveneşti Mogoşoaia – 30 
iulie 2010 
Cristina Elinesco – Cînd pictura surîde – Centrul Cultural Palatele Brâncoveneşti Mogoşoaia – 
30 iulie 2010 
Simion Buia – Maschere di Venezia - Ceainăria Cărtureşti, Bucureşti – 06 februarie 2010 
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Simion Buia – Actorii şi fotograful – Ceainăria Cărtureşti, Bucureşti – 17 septembrie 2009 
George Mircea & Doina Mihăilescu – Memoria Verticală – Galeria Arcade 24, Bistriţa – 08 
septembrie 2009 
Iulia & Florian Lucan - Mici întâmplări din grădina de vară sau Rătăciţi prin anamneze, 
paseisme şi premoniţii – Galeria Orizont, Bucureşti – 02 octombrie 2009 
Caterina Annovazzi - Mysterium Conjunctionis - Elite Art Gallery / Cotroceni, Bucureşti, 01 
octombrie 2009 
Florian Lucan - Glosări plastice pe vegetal – Institutul IRECSON, Bucureşti - 20 noiembrie 2008 
Florin Ciubotaru, Andrei Ciubotaru, Jan Eugen - Sfântul Gheorghe (Land Art) - Năieni, jud. 
Buzău – martie 2008 
 
ARTIST VIZUAL  
 
Metamorphoses (proiect internaţional UNESCO - Tergnier, Franţa, 2-13 iunie 2010) - Expoziţie 
personală de fotografie & workshop pe tema muzicii de teatru 
Arborele Gnozei TV (Galeria în Tranzit / Tranzit în Galerie, Bucureşti, 25 iunie – 2 iulie 2009) - 
Expoziţie cu grupul de creaţie PIAR 
You Are What You See (Galeria în Tranzit / Tranzit în Galerie, Bucureşti, 25 iunie 2009) – 
Performance cu grupul de creaţie PIAR 
Racorduri II – Pipelines (UNAgaleria, Bucureşti, mai 2008) - Instalaţie, Performance, Sound 
Sculpture cu grupul de creaţie PIAR 
Racorduri I – Hard Beat  (Galeria în Tranzit / Tranzit în Galerie, Bucureşti, mai 2008)– 
Instalaţie, Happening, Performance, Work In Progress cu grupul de creaţie PIAR 
Membru fondator al grupului de creaţie PIAR (Pictură şi Istoria Artei în România) - 2007 
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Ofertă de cursuri opţionale - Mihai Plămădeală 
 
 Modulul de cursuri / conferinţe pe care îl propun are drept bază relaţiile dintre 
sunet şi imagine în arta contemporană, în context intermedial, multidisciplinar. Subiectele 
abordate vor fi: 
 

Sound Art 

Sound Sculpture 

Soundscapes 

Music Technology 

Live Art 

Performance 

Instalation 

Environment Art 

Kinetic Art 

Public Art 
  
 Fiecare dintre acestea poate fi tratat, în funcţie de planificare, separat, eventual pe 
parcursul mai multor cursuri, sau cuplate în funcţie de numărul de întâlniri avute la 
dispoziţie. 
 Cursurile presupun definirea fiecărei categorii, prezentarea lor în perspectiva 
istoriei artei, abordarea din punctul de vedere al fizicii sunetelor, al tehnologiei de 
producere şi operare cu acestea, prezentarea unor studii de caz exemplare şi a strategiilor 
de utilizare a sunetului în contextul artelor vizuale. 
 
 Cursurile / conferinţele se bazează pe un proiect de cercetare început de către 

ofertant în 2007, care are drept scop publicarea sa şi are în spate următoarea bibliografie: 

 

Volume: 

 

Adorno, Theodor W, Einleitung in die Musiksoziologie, Frankfurt/Main, 1975 

Aristotel, De anima, Penguin, London, 1986  

Attali, Jacques, Noise: The Political Economy of Music, University of   Minneapolis 

Press, Minneapolis, 1985 
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Auslander, Philip, Contours of the Theatrical Avant-Garde, James Harding. Ann Arbor, 

University of Michigan Press, 2000 

Barthes, Roland,  Image Music Text, “Musica Practica”, Fontana Press, London, 1977 

Bonitzer, Pascal, Décadrage. Peinture et cinéma, Cahiers du cinéma – Éditions de 

l’Étoile, Paris, 1987 

Cage, John, Silance, Middletown, Wesleyan University Press, 1961 

Chapple, Freda; Kattenbelt, Chiel, Theatre Research Theatre and Intermediality 

Working Group, Rodopi, 2006  

Chion, Michel,  Audio-Vision, Sound on Screen, New York, 1994 

Cook, Nicholas, Music Minus One: Rock, Theory and Performance, New Formations, 

1996 

Dahlhaus, Carl,  Die Idee der absoluten Musik, Kassel, 1978 

Daniels, Dieter, Sound & Vision in Avant-garde & Mainstream, 2004 

Diedrichsen, Diedrich, Montage/Sampling/Morphing. On the Triad of Aesthetics / 

Technology / Politics, The Watson Institute, 2006 

Duchamp, Marcel, Duchamp du Signe. Ecrits, Michel Sanouillet, Paris, 1976 

Feiten,  Bernhard; Gertich, Frank; Gerlach, Julia; Föllmer, Golo, Sound Information 

Technology Research Group, Hofheim, 1996 

Feynman, Richard, What Do You Care What Other People Think?, WW Norton & Co, 

1998 

Föllmer, Golo, Netzmusik, Hofheim, 2005 

Frank, Peter, Fluxus in New York, Lightworks, 1979  

Friedlander, Paul, Rock and Roll: A Social History, Westview Press, 1996  

Frieling, Rudolf; Daniels, Dieter, Media, Art, Net, Springer, New York, 1991 

Fritz, Winckel, Elektronik Musik, Computer, Musik, Berlin, 1970   

Foster, Hal; Krauss, Rosalind Yve-Alain Bois; Buchloch, Benjamin, Art Since 1900. 

Modernism, Antimodernism, Postmodernism, Thames & Hudson, London, 2004  

Geelhaar, Christian, Paul Klee. Life and Work, Barron’s, New York, 1982  

Glinsky, Albert, Theremin: Ether Music and Espionage (Music in American Life), 

University of Illinois Press, 2000 
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Godlovitch, Stan, Musical Performance: A Philosophical Study, Routledge, London, 

1998 

Goldberg, Rose Lee, Performance Art from Futurism to the Present, Thames & Hudson, 

New York, 2001 

Gombrich, E.H., Artă şi iluzie, Meridiane, Bucureşti, 1973 
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English info from the INTERMEDIA DEPARTMENT IN CRAKOW, POLAND 

Due to prof.dr. Bogdan Achimescu 

 

Faculty of Intermedia, The Jan Matejko Academy of Fine Arts in Cracow, area of 

study: Intermedia (2007-2012 – Department of Intermedia at the Faculty of Sculpture; 

since 2012 – Faculty of Intermedia)  

process / curriculum / methods of teaching 

 

The intermedia study targets at people interested in contemporary art which is practised  

apart its historical disciplines, i.e. the heritage of artistic vanguards and the syncretic as 

well as poli-sensory nature of contemporary culture, inspired by the ”technological 

revolution.” We require from the candidates to study both general knowledge about 

contemporary culture and art, orientation in the multi- and inter-media phenomena and 

above average skills and experience (to be verified) in using basic and mass 

contemporary technology, i.e. broad range of computer applications, Internet, equipment 

registering images and sound… In the case of the 2nd cycle study, apart from Bachelor 

degree, we additionally require artistic practice which is close to the specific features of 

the area of intermedia and submitting a general Master degree work outline (specifying 

the area of research and interests, related to the specialisation to be selected by the 

candidate).  

 

The process of teaching has been formed on the basis of personal experience of 

former and current faculty members who encountered similar problems and areas of 

study earlier emerging in particular in USA, Germany, France, UK, and Japan. The 

teaching practice of Polish art universities, where those issues were taken up on the 

borderlines of other areas of study (fine arts and design), was another field of obtaining 

experience. The original model of the Department of Intermedia was the result of 

comparing and synthesising such experiences of its founders. At the stage of establishing 

the Faculty of Intermedia, we introduced our practical experience coming from former 

five years of work with successive groups of students and co-operation with our 
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befriended institutions, i.e. university units, cultural institutions, companies, to the 

process of evolution of its forms of structure and the course of study. Our experience 

proves that this process does not lead to stabilisation, but it is just a permanent evolution, 

not only keeping pace with the changes of civilisation, but also attempting to anticipate 

them. 

Generally speaking, the entire process of education, as it is the case of teaching 

artistic problems, is profoundly individualised (students work in small groups, 

consultations and tutorials prevail). The first two years of Bachelor studies  when most of 

the classes are either of introductory, or of the technical nature, are to a certain extent 

exceptional. However, starting from the 3rd year of first cycle study and on the masters 

the students are treated as authors of their works in the execution of which the team of 

educators cooperates with, helps in, and provides them with the criteria of evaluation 

and tutorials.  

We do not impose conditions of possessing specific abilities or skills to the 

candidates for study, because we treat the problems of artistic creation in a very broad 

way and apart from narrowly understood technique, assuming that students may make up 

for the lack of skills in one field by showing their additional capacities in the other one. 

We do not define in advance the types of disabilities excluding from studies in the area of 

intermedia, for we assume that personal creativeness and the possibility to communicate 

with each other should be individually evaluated. The only existing limits are the 

objective conditions of work – the faculty is situated on the 2nd floor of the apartment 

house which has not been adapted to the needs of disadvantaged people, and the nature 

of our equipment necessary for such a type of study, i.e. hardware and software, 

requiring specific operating skills.  

 

During the first 2 years of study the classes in groups and the relation that of the 

leader and the participants in the course prevail. Starting from the 3rd year of study, 

when students choose their principal studio, the radical change follows. Each student has 

a personal learning guide, a tutor, who usually takes care of the student till the moment 

of execution of the degree work and who supervises it. Since the moment of starting the 
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process of restructuring of the department into the faculty, we have also begun an 

independent work on the material and logistic facilities for those processes.  

The intermedia students are introduced to the research and artistic projects led by the 

faculty members, they also take part in many international programmes. The list of those 

projects includes too many items to mention all of them. So, we would like to stress that 

their intensity and number are continually growing.  

The relation of the staff number to the number of students is conditioned by two 

specific factors. The first one involves the short history of the field of study including the 

process of five years when each year the number of students varied in accordance with 

successive groups of students admitted, and he process of building our independence 

which requires complying with the criteria of appropriate number of the academic staff. 

The second factor concerns the nature of the field of study whose inter-media character 

has been built on the interdisciplinary ground, which can be only achieved owing to 

contacts with specialists in many disciplines, discussing many problems and points of 

view… So, there are more courses in our faculty  than most art students have, and higher 

number of theory courses, as the curriculum seems to be disintegrating. We make every 

effort to compensate for this disintegration by good coordination and cooperation based 

on the nature of the interdisciplinary creative teams.  

When our faculty  becomes more independent and powerful, we intend to adjust 

the relation of the number of full-time staff to the number of part-time Staff, the relations 

of the number of the staff included in the minimum staffing to the other ones, and the 

proportion of the number of staff to the number of students. However, we do not intend to 

excessively increase the number of students or graduates in order to maintain the highest 

level of interpersonal relations and specific elitism of this field of study. We consider 

increasing the number of auxiliary and technical staff as well as starting closer 

cooperation with centres for advanced technologies.  

 

 

Intermedia – Department of Intermedia and Faculty of Intermedia, the 10 most 

important achievements, 2009-2013 
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1. The most important achievements of the department staff and later Faculty of 

Intermedia are starting the study in this field, completing the full round of first and 

second cycles of study (2007-2012) with the first MFA degree conferred to the 

student, and establishing the Faculty of Intermedia as of 1 September, 2012.  

2. Starting and implementation of the Aesthetics and Bias project, programme and 

workshop cooperation with The Bezalel Academy of Art and Design in Jerusalem, 

and the exchange of joint workshops in Jerusalem (2008) and Krakow (Krakow, 

Oświęcim, Ojców - 2011) which are planned to be continued in 2013-2015. The 

workshop in 2011 was funded by the Ministry of Culture and National Heritage, IAM, 

Institute of Polish Culture in Tel Aviv, The Bezalel University, and other institutions.  

3. The first award for the best doctoral thesis in the area of cultural studies in 2012, in 

the 9th edition of the competition organised by The National Cultural Centre, for 

Elżbieta Wysocka, PhD. The doctoral thesis "Theory and Conservation Practice and 

the Problems of Film and Electronic Media Arts"; the thesis written in the area of 

intermedia within doctoral studies, and defended at the Faculty of Sculpture of AFA 

in Cracow in 2012, when the department was the part of this faculty. The thesis 

supervisor: Prof. Artur Tajber. 

4. The co-authorship of the project, the implementation and participation in the 

Corresponences & Interventions programme, the workshop and programme 

cooperation of four universities in 2011-2014, funded by the Erasmus Programme. 

The participants: the Faculty of Intermedia of AFA in Krakow, Kingston University of 

London, The Hungarian University of Art in Budapest and The Academy of Fine Arts 

Stuttgart – workshop in London (2011), workshop in Stuttgart (2013), workshop in 

Krakow (planned in 2014). Coordination: Bogdan Achimescu, DFA. 

5. Obtaining by the departmental staff and doctoral students three grants for the 

implementation of research projects in the competitions organised by the National  

Science Centre  in 2010-2011.  

6. Starting an editorial line in the area of intermedia in 2008-2013, mainly funded from 

grants which was commenced by post-symposia publications ("Interactive Media 

Arts", edited by A. Porczak, 2012), and starting the METAMUZEUM editorial cycle 

in 2012 (edited by A. Tajber). 
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7. Grand Prix of the 3rd Festival of Young Artists in Szczecin for Ms Justyna Górowska 

and her work "Mandragora – Humanised Root"in 2012 (currently, she is the 1st-year 

student of the second cycle study at the Faculty of Intermedia, and the graduate of the 

Bachelor intermedia study in the Performance Art Studio).  

8. Th award of the Regional Executive Officer of Local Parliament of the Pomorskie 

Region in the competition of the best degree works of art universities in Poland for 

Mr Michał Hyjek, the intermedia graduate from the Media Activities Studio in 2012 

(currently, he is a doctoral student). 

9. The first stage of the re-organisation and re-structuring of the Faculty of Intermedia 

deriving from the previous form of the department; establishing 3 departments  - 

Departments of Art Phenomena, Methods of Art, Areas of Art – and the Section of 

Theory of Media Arts. This process was started in October 2012 and should be 

implemented within next 3 years. 

10. The coorganisation with the jubilee “Interakcje” 15th International Festival of Art of 

the art exchange project between Poland and Canada under the name of FAIRE OU 

TU ES / DO IT WHERE YOU ARE - Contextual practices between Poland and 

Quebec, Programme dedicated to Jan Swidziński, curated by Artur Tajber, Thursday, 

April 4, 2013 - Sunday, April 7, 2013 , Le Lieu - centre en art actuel / Université 

Laval, Quebec City, Canada, in cooperation with the Institute of Polish Culture in 

New York and MOCAK in Krakow. 
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	Yes, I know it sounds a little bit phony, but let us take it this way…you would understand ultimately if you could do it.
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	The term was just invented by D.Hall in the 80”s, (so lacking internet not enough to reach my ears then.)
	Based my portfolio and the projects developed during what it supposed to be teaching academically sculpture class, I was positively looked in the application process and selected from 55 applicants in the 11 who ought to be considered for interview by...
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	RITA MARHAUG,
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	EVALUATION
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	CONCLUSION
	The applicant is awarded Associate Professor in time based art.
	11/10/656                         19.10.2011 Bergen/Norway
	Document attached.
	The fact, that when I started 20 years ago studying sculpture, (five years) modeling the human body and learning all kind of technologies like mould making, carving, bronze casting etc, I came already formed as a graphic art student (three year studie...
	This background, helped me to think sculpture all the time as a tool for new expressions for my IDEAS, not as a goal for expressing a feeling or solve a tridimensional composition, as we know it in technical language, a ronde-bosse.
	When I was at the beginning in the sculpture department as a student, I was thinking to strange works made with bitumen, which will melt and disintegrate, Hand of God made from ice, which melts and creates then below in a bucket the Water, dough which...
	So, beside the novelty and creativity which comes in the sculptural study with optional course of T:ba in my vision experiencing and research with students mixed-media sculpture could be very helpful.
	(In 2012 I was asked to send application to the second edition of Mixed-media Sculpture, book written by artist Jac Scott (UK), and will be published eventually in the third edition.)
	Last. But not least. David Hall, Joseph Beuys, Michelangelo Pistoletto, Paul Neagu, Anish Kapoor, Louise Burgeois were trained as sculptors. The objects, installations, eventually sculptural works done by them developed from their habit to do tridimen...
	I.2. WHAT IS T: BA AND HOW IT STARTED?
	The sculptures I made in the '60s were photographed, though two dimensional pictures said little about my work. If people didn't see the sculpture they more or less believed they had if they saw the photographs. They made judgments about it; they had ...
	DH, from notes for Structures, Paraphernalia, and Television, Signs of the Times, cat Museum of Modern Art, Oxford 1990.
	Floor sculpture, Nine, David Hall, 1969, Tate Modern
	Displacement, ICA, 1970
	In 1970, I made (un-made) my last sculpture, certainly of that kind, at the ICA exhibition British Sculpture out of the Sixties. At the same time there was a show in Japan, the other side of the world, where I had sent one of my earlier floor sculptur...
	DH, interview by Stephen Partridge, Transcript magazine vol. 3, issue 3, 1999.
	David Hall, vertical photo 3
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	Faculty of Intermedia, The Jan Matejko Academy of Fine Arts in Cracow, area of study: Intermedia (2007-2012 – Department of Intermedia at the Faculty of Sculpture; since 2012 – Faculty of Intermedia)
	process / curriculum / methods of teaching
	The intermedia study targets at people interested in contemporary art which is practised  apart its historical disciplines, i.e. the heritage of artistic vanguards and the syncretic as well as poli-sensory nature of contemporary culture, inspired by t...
	The process of teaching has been formed on the basis of personal experience of former and current faculty members who encountered similar problems and areas of study earlier emerging in particular in USA, Germany, France, UK, and Japan. The teaching p...
	Generally speaking, the entire process of education, as it is the case of teaching artistic problems, is profoundly individualised (students work in small groups, consultations and tutorials prevail). The first two years of Bachelor studies  when most...
	We do not impose conditions of possessing specific abilities or skills to the candidates for study, because we treat the problems of artistic creation in a very broad way and apart from narrowly understood technique, assuming that students may make up...
	During the first 2 years of study the classes in groups and the relation that of the leader and the participants in the course prevail. Starting from the 3rd year of study, when students choose their principal studio, the radical change follows. Each ...
	The intermedia students are introduced to the research and artistic projects led by the faculty members, they also take part in many international programmes. The list of those projects includes too many items to mention all of them. So, we would like...
	The relation of the staff number to the number of students is conditioned by two specific factors. The first one involves the short history of the field of study including the process of five years when each year the number of students varied in accor...
	When our faculty  becomes more independent and powerful, we intend to adjust the relation of the number of full-time staff to the number of part-time Staff, the relations of the number of the staff included in the minimum staffing to the other ones, a...
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	1. The most important achievements of the department staff and later Faculty of Intermedia are starting the study in this field, completing the full round of first and second cycles of study (2007-2012) with the first MFA degree conferred to the stude...
	2. Starting and implementation of the Aesthetics and Bias project, programme and workshop cooperation with The Bezalel Academy of Art and Design in Jerusalem, and the exchange of joint workshops in Jerusalem (2008) and Krakow (Krakow, Oświęcim, Ojców ...
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